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Abstract 
Privatisation attracted the interest of the economic and political environment ever since the beginning of transition. The incomes 
obtained from the privatisation processes represented real breaths of fresh air for the economy. Today we notice the existence of 
hundreds of minority interests that are still waiting for a method of trading. The goal of the present study is to substantiate a 
solution to capitalize these minority packages of shares interests starting with the analysis of the current situation.  The idea we 
try to develop refers to an indirect privatisation by creating a company listed on a regulated market, which will manage and trade   
the minoritypackages of shares in a transparent and competitive way, thus bringing added value in the economy. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
The transition from a centralised economy to a market economy required immediately after 1989 the development 
of a legal framework that had to regulate  all the changes in the system, the main component being represented by 
the transfer of state’s assets property  to the private sector, namely the privatisation.     
From an abstract point of view this process designates the ¨passing into private property of some goods and 
processes of public property and under state’s management; it is a strategic objective that has to generate responsible 
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behaviours of the new owners and the existence of efficient, competitive, more dynamic economic identities having 
an increased capacity to adapt to the internal and international competitive environment.”(Mihuleac, E.) 
In order to create the legal framework for the privatisation, Romania benefited from financing through TACI loan 
(loan for technical insurance and critical imports); the legal framework was established under the supervision of the 
World Bank, and McKensey legal advisers performed a study regarding the establishment of the State Property 
Fund.   
Under the loan agreement signed with the World Bank on July 3rd, 1991, Romania received technical assistance 
for the development of the private sector, the encouragement of the investors but also for the creation of some tax 
facilities through the study ’’Realizareauneistrategiişi a legislaţieişireglementăriloraferente, cu privire la 
stabilireacadrului de privatizare a întreprinderilor de stat / Development of a strategy and legal base and the 
necessary regulations in order to create a framework for the privatisation of the state companies / ’’. 
As in the case of the other countries undergoing a transition process as well, it was necessary not to privatize a 
few state companies in order to make them more efficient – such as the situation of the western European countries – 
but to privatise the economy in order to re-build the bases of the market economy.    The grounds for launching 
the privatization process have been ensured by creating a specialized legal and institutional framework based on Law 
no. 58/1991 that determined the adequate framework for transferring the state property into the public property of 
the natural and legal persons that aimed the transfer from the state to the private sector of more than half of the assets 
existing in the economy, within a 7 years period.   
The first step was to change the Articles of Incorporation of the state companies through what was called 
corporatization.  In accordance with Law 15 / 1990 they turned into: 
-Companies with state – owned capital, regulated by Law 31/1990; 
-Autonomous administration, namely autonomous companies created (after the French pattern) in strategic fields 
(defence, energy, mining, transportation.), regulated by Law no. 15/1990. 
The second step was to establish the National Privatisation Agency   (ANP) with the 5 Funds of Private Property 
(PPF) holding 30% of the shares of the companies undergoing a privatisation programme and the State Property 
Fund (SPF) main shareholder in the name of the State, holding 70% of the shares. Therefore it was made a change in 
the shareholders’ structure, SPF and PPF becoming the owner of the former state companies, while the management 
of those companies was insured by the managers.  
The main responsibilities of the National Privatisation Agency were: 
- the pilot privatisation ; 
-assets sales; 
-free distribution of the Property Certificates   ; 
-shares trading. 
The purpose of SPF establishment was to offer all the rights and all the obligations as shareholder in all the 
companies controlled, in order to reduce the state’s share of capital up to their final privatisation, and the funds 
obtained to be used precisely for covering the internal public debt.  
SPF had the following main responsibilities:  
- To elaborate and execute annually a privatisation plan so as to sell annually 10% of the total number of shares, 
in order to finish the entire share package by the end of the seven years period; 
- To have all the state’s rights given by its shareholder status, having the power to appoint representatives to the 
general shareholders assemblies; 
- To restructure the companies by mergers, divisions, absorption,  assets selling and converting in shares the debts 
to the  creditors as well as through total or partial operational closing; 
- To request facilities for the payment of the tax obligations and to negotiate proposals that will be sent for 
approval in accordance with the legal provisions; 
- To dissolve the unprofitable companies. 
2. Short history 
The privatisation process started in Romania in 1990 and was planned to have two components:  
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a) Free of charge privatisation, namely the transfer of the shares from PPF to the population (eligible citizens) 
during the Mass Privatisation Program, programme that was inspired mainly from the west but having certain 
particularities from other countries as well.  The mechanism was meant to transfer the property of economic assets 
from the state to the private sector in mass and with equal chances for the population. 
b) The privatisation through selling made by bringing in the market the shares held by SPF.  
 The implementation of the privatisation process between 1992 and 1996 encountered a few accidents on 
the way (delays, amendments, recoveries, etc.) but the main directions established in 1991 have been followed.  The 
pace was lower than planned because of the real difficulties of the privatisation (novelty, magnitude, social 
resistance, consolidated interests, etc.).  
We could conclude that ever since its beginning until today the legal frame underwent a series of changes meant 
to adjust the specific legislation in the field in accordance with the market requirements and also to the evolution of 
the economic activities, as well as the acceleration of the privatisation process.   
The legal environment for the management of the state‘s assets was initially planned to have a single manager 
(SPF) for the entire interests of the Romanian state. Afterwards the management of the state’s interests has been 
split to several institutions with specific interests for different activity fields but working separately.  Thus the legal 
framework was burdened because for the same activity were added features specific to each public institution 
involved, thus creating a laborious and difficult to apply legal framework.   Despite its present dimension the legal 
framework does not include provisions adapted to the new requirements regarding the recovery. 
In 1997 a series of laws for re-starting the privatisation processare launched, in order to develop a competitive 
environment but also for diminishing the state’s contribution to the economy (OUG 30/1997, regarding the 
reorganisation of the national companies “regiiautonome", Law no. 83/1997 for the privatisation of banking 
institutions, OUG 88/1997 regarding the privatisation of the companies) 
In 2000, SPF underwent a reorganisation process closing its branches and recalibrating its activity and turning 
into The Authority for Privatisation and Management of State’s Assets (APMSA) in accordance with OUG no. 
296/2000 approved by Law. 225/2001, however without hindering the basic activity of the institution. 
The period between 2001 and 2002 is known as the period of the Big Privatisation because during this period the 
value of the shared capital traded represented almost 60% of the value of the entire capital held by APMS. Many big 
and very big companies passed into private property: SidexGalaţi, RafoOneşti, HidromecanicaBraşov, Rotec Buzău, 
Constanţa Shipyard, TeromIaşi, Alro, Cos Târgovişte, etc. 
The privatisation activity carried out by APMSA was supervised through international agreements signed by the 
Romanian Government with international organisations (i.e. World Bank). Within this period the efforts were 
directed to the privatisation of the big and very big companies that significantly prejudiced through their economic 
results, the national economy, most of the companies being included in   PSAL I and PSAL II. 
Another measure aimed the establishment of the Authority for Banking Assets Recovery (ABAR) through the 
Government Emergency Ordinance no. 21/1998, which regulated the legal framework for the recovery of the assets 
from the banks where the state is the main shareholder in order to start the privatisation process, in order to increase 
the solvability and the internal and external credibility as well as in order to solve the financial problems of the 
banks and also to accelerate the recovery procedures of the assigned claims.  
As a consequence of these effects, but also of the problems in the banking system caused by the non-profitable 
loans (i.e. Bancorex, BancaAgricolă), in 2004  comes into force the OUG no. 23/2004 regulating the absorbtion of 
ABAR by the Authority for Privatisation thus  creating the Authority for State Assets Recovery (ASAR), institution 
that will further on take over all the black holes of the Romanian economy such as: FNI, Petrom debts, Dunărea 
Fund, non-profitable bank, fiscal but also commercial debts of the state, i.e. Distrigaz, Electrica as well as the debts 
to the state budget such as the ones of the National Health Insurance Fund.   
Starting with January 1st, 2007 ASAR’s activity was carried on in accordance with two major auspices: 
Romania’s status as full member of the European Union and the reorganisation of the institution in accordance with 
the provisions of OUG no. 101/2006, that regulated the transfer of ASAR’s portfolio of  41 companies, some of 
them activating in the energy and defence field.   
At the end of 2012 the company is reorganised and the Authority for State’s Assets Recovery becomes the 
Authority for State’s Assets Management. A simple analysis shows that the institution lost the recovery role now 
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being an institution mainly responsible with the management of the state’s shares in the companies where the state 
does not hold anymore the controlling interest.  
An analysis of the entire privatisation process will reveal both the successful elements as well as the failures. 
One of the problems that could be discussed and could have an explanation is the one concerning the long period 
necessary for the completion of the privatization process.  Of course there could be explanation associated to 
objective or subjective causes related to the lack of opportunities, the economic crisis or the lack of trust of the 
investors but most probably the phenomenon of the small companies ¨sucking out the blood of the state owned 
corporations¨ had a major impact which is still felt up to this moment. To this we can add the particularities of the 
Romanian state which has a low rate of tax collection, an insufficient rate of European funds absorption, a great 
number of accrued liabilities concentrated in the state owned companies and the lack of an approach in accordance 
with the principles of economic efficiency of the restructuration and management programs for the assets held by 
the Romanian state. 
3. Current situation 
We hear a lot the phrase ‘’it is impossible without political involvement”,...but is it possible without the 
economy?!  
Is there a strong interconnection between these two components of our society or can they exist together without 
influencing one another?  
“The privatisation became at once the field of political action because of the direction it followed, obviously in 
contrast with the previous efforts of the governments to decrease   the state’s involvement in the public companies” 
(Barletta, N. A., 1987) 
In order to answer this question we should get back in the past as we did a lot of times and we should let the 
history speak for itself. Ever since the antiquity we noticed that the politic influence matters that the politic world 
influences laws, that certain economic policies are applied or not depending on the political trend or certain political 
interests, the companies are encouraged or discouraged to act in a direction.   
It is certain that without a political stability, a coherent policy, the economic policies are not always based on the 
right grounds and the effect of their application in the real economy is not the one expected or more directly said the 
economy suffers.  
The strategy of the privatization and restructuration of the state companies in Romania became a problem with a 
major impact in all the fields, economic, social, political and educational.   
The Romanian experience regarding privatization shows the relatively uncertain state of the ownership right in 
our country determined among others by the inaccurate definition of the property rights  the lack of compliance in 
all the cases of the conditions necessary for the complete and efficient exercise of the rights, the existence of  
important packages of shares held by the state in a lot of companies and numerous shareholders  as well as the many 
problems caused by the retrocession in accordance with Law 10/2001.   
The result of the privatization process has caused deep wounds in all the fields; in the economical field it affected 
the economic growth both on local as well as national level by influencing the stability and the macro economical 
balance causing the increase of the unemployment rate and accrued liabilities to the state budget ,etc. Also it 
influenced directly everything related to the environment, most of the state companies having huge environmental 
problems some of them still unsolved, influenced the social field, the social structures and their dynamics, etc. 
The failure to transfer correctly and efficiently the state property to the private sector was felt in the entire 
economy but especially in the most industrialised areas.  
The effect of the privatisation together with the deindustrialisation of the national economy was the increase of 
the unemployment rate and the migration of the active population, phenomenon more frequent for the privatisations 
where the contractual obligations related to the social protection existed however without having significant 
penalties.  Of course in many cases other important provisions were not observed such as the investments, re-
engineering, capital infusion etc. obligations, or what was done was insignificant.   
In Romania, the development strategy at the level of the industrial macrostructure until 1995 was based on 
postponing the structural adjustments due to the risk of development with priority of certain areas, on the lack of a 
normal economic environment, on the important social costs and on the risk of the social explosions, on the lack of 
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clarity of the goals and the low efficiency of the coordination  instruments of the macroeconomic stabilisation policy 
with the policy of the industrial restructuration.  At the macroeconomic level the reorganization was always 
postponed in favour of pending or taking short term decisions. A series of external factors influenced the 
privatisation, such as: 
-the small degree of attractiveness of the companies on the privatisation lists  due to the over-dimensioned 
production capacities, the old technologies, the big losses and debts and the lack of retail market.   
- the low interest of the investors because of the insufficient facilities offered, the ambiguous legal framework, 
the application with delay of the legal provisions regarding the possibility of offering easement to the payment of the 
tax obligations, the corruption, etc; 
-the unfriendly economic environment, the reduced availability of the Romanian capital; the insufficient 
development capital and the deficit of request in the market; 
-the existence of numerous litigations regarding the private property right over some buildings and fields of the 
state owned companies;   
- misunderstandings between the trade unions  and the private investors; 
- the political interests and pressure. 
Before 1990, Romania was a country with a well-developed industry. The major problems were the lack of new 
technology, the high costs, the over dimensioning of some industrial branches and companies, etc. 
A lot of industrial branches proofed to be inefficient, for example the electronic industry which became 
uncompetitive at international level   (i.e. S.C. I.P.R.S. Băneasa S.A. Bucharest, S.C. ICE FELIX S.A., S.C. IPA 
S.A. etc.), fine mechanics industry, optical industry, etc. It is obvious that it was necessary for them to be 
restructured. Unfortunately the privatisation did not aim their reconversion but their destruction and the selling of 
the lands and assets held.    
In the context of the transition to the market economy ever since 1990 it should have been identified the strategic 
industrial branches (for example: energy industry, chemistry, automotive, oil drilling industry, etc.) and should have 
been invested by offering tax facilities, attracting investments etc. thus contributing to the re-engineering and 
increasing the performances,competitiveness of our products on the national and international market.   
There are voices saying that the privatisation became an ideological problem and there are many that dispute it 
while other agree that as long as we live in a global economy the investments should be in free circulation and there 
are other methods of bringing back into the country the Romanian capital.   
Until we will have a clear analysis of the privatisation’s success rate the questions and suspicions will continue to 
exist. Which was the best privatisation method? What was done with the money obtained from privatisations? What 
was the percent of the political influence that led to an unsuccessful privatisation? These are a few questions for 
which we need to find an answer or at least have the courage and the responsibility.   
It is essential for the economic environment but also for the governors to understand the impact the conclusion of 
the privatisation process had to the economy and the further development instruments.     
To summarise we could say that the State through AAAS  privatised since 1992 until 31.12.2012 a total of 7.726 
companies, for which a total of 11.184 sales – purchase agreements were concluded.  
Today ,,AAAS manages a portfolio of 616 companies, in 302  holding a  minority package of shares   and in 10  
holding the controlling interest, the rest being companies undergoinga bankruptcy procedure.   
The value of the shared capitals held by AAAS at the companies where they don’t hold the main package of 
shares is: 90,247 billion lei” (National Association of Entrepreneurs). 
AAAS also holds an even more numerous portfolio of insolvency files: 8.423 files from lawsuits with 6.406 
debtors, 3.958 – in insolvency, 2.448 – voluntary or de recto dissolution. 
Although we are talking about the dissolution of over 7.700 companies, we have to mention that in 2000 APAPS 
had in its portfolio 1080 companies.  To know the privatisation frequency since 2000 until now we need to make a 
simple subtraction: 1.080-616=464 companies privatised in 13 years. It is clear that the result was not a success and 
that the conclusion of the privatisation process in Romania took too long. 
 
Privatisation year No. of contracts 
1992 1 
1993 269 
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1994 627 
1995 759 
1996 1641 
1997 1493 
1998 1694 
1999 2046 
2000 1491 
2001 204 
2002 295 
2003 209 
2004 121 
2005 19 
2006 84 
2007 84 
2008 29 
2009 4 
2010 6 
2011 16 
2012 4 
2012 7 
Total contracts 11.184 
Figure 1 
Source: National Association of Entrepreneurs 
(Request no. 03/17.02.2014) 
 
In the activity report of ASAR/AAAS for 2012 are mentioned the difficulties encountered:   ,,Mainly it was 
ascertained the fact that the answers or the documents requested came  with difficulty for the companies where 
ASAR/AAAS holds shares, there are a lot of problems that require the approval and signing of documents in a short 
time, the Managing Board needs also to approve it,  it is impossible to attend  the general assemblies due to the lack 
of financial and human resources  to represent AAAS.”(www.aaas.gov.ro) 
 The analysis of ASAR/AAAS incomes in 2012 shows that the activity which generated most of the 
incomes was the post privatisation activity: 233.760.945 Ron (due to the lack of accomplishment of the compulsory 
provisions), followed by the activity of debts recovery: 12.174.000 Ron, moneys from dividends: 3.766.246Ron and 
lastly funds from the privatisation activity: 146.729Ron.  
 Below is the situation described above, figure 2. 
 
Incomes from: 2012 percent 
postprivatisation 233760945 93,67 
debts recovery 12174000 4,88 
dividends 3466246 1,39 
Privatisation 146729 0,06 
Total 249547920 100 
 
Figure 2 
Source: the data were taken from the Activity Report ASAR/AAAS  for  2012 
 
In Romania the privatisation process was a method of gaining funds from the state assets selling activity and a 
way of offering gratuitous advantages to some persons and companies,  investors searching being on the second 
place. 
Although there is no successful method of privatisation other states managed to have a high degree of success in 
this field. In Romania there are no clear statistics but we can conclude that the percent of the unsuccessful 
privatisations is higher than the one of the successful ones.  This assessment is based on the number of cancelled 
agreements and also on the important amounts paid to the buyers in the form of penalties.   
What the Romanian Governments did wrong and which will be the effects of the privatisation policy is a question 
we will have an answer to when the legal status of the properties in Romania will be clarified!    
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From all points of view (economic, social, political) AAAS activity is not justified anymore because the 
institution as it is organised right now does not satisfy anymore the purpose and the requirements for which it was 
initially established. In our opinion it is necessary to create new legal entities that will hold the shares in the 
companies where the state holds minority participation. The entity has to meet the current economic requirements 
and has to be in perfect coordination with the European standards, to generate incomes for the support of the 
Romanian economy.   
The biggest problem of the privatisation in Romania is the property transfer.  The previous legal problems 
extended and today AAAS manages more than 19.000 litigations. 
4. Courses of action to complete the privatisation process in Romania 
At this moment the completion of the privatisation process is absolutely necessary both from an economical 
perspective as well as in terms of the obligations undertaken in front of the international organisations.  The 
decrease of the state participation, the reduction of the accrued debts registered in the state companies, the 
elimination of the additional activities, are just a few measures that would be solved through indirect privatisation.  
Through the free allocation of resources in accordance with the market regulations on the long term, the 
privatisation should create more work places and creating an opened, competitive economy thus offering the support 
for economic growth.    
The assets of the Romanian state are managed separately today through different institutions that are under the 
subordination of the executive. Thus the dissipation of the companies where the state holds shares caused the 
deceleration of the privatisation process with negative effects to the Romanian economy:  the increase of accrued 
debts to the state budget but also the delay of the industrial progress as well as the decrease of the competitively of 
the Romanian products on the international markets.    
The first step in order to release the pressure from the state’s budget and to make the activity more efficient is to 
join all the state’s non-strategic participation under the umbrella of the same institution.     
After more than 20 years from the beginning of the privatisation in Romania there still are over 600 companies 
where the state does not have control that are still waiting for the identification of a recovery method. 
The establishment of a company on a regulated market for the management and recovery of these 
packages of shares in a transparent, competitive and efficient way is the best solution to release the burden 
from the public institutions that manage the state’s shares thus creating the premises of really achieving   the 
best out of this. 
The purpose is to create an instrument of investments and to support the state’s economic policy  using residual 
resources (for the companies where the state does not hold the controlling interest)  in order to release the 
economical tension and create liquidities. 
This instrument requires the establishment of a company generically called   ,,Fondul Roman de 
Valorificare / Romanian Recovery Fund”, joint stock company, undertakings for collective investment of 
securities, as a closed investment Romanian company in accordance with Law no. 297/2001, the stock market 
law. The new created entity being defined in accordance with art.114, line(1), letter b. 
In the first stage agreements will be signed with the institutions / ministries holding companies where the state 
holds a minority package of sharees then it will be prepared a legal framework in order to agree on the 
responsibilities and obligations.     
The Romanian Recovery Fund (RRF) will be hold at the beginning only by the Romanian state. 
In the following stage RRF will be listed to the Bucharest Stock Exchange  through the method “secondary 
public offer” and the State will gradually sell all the shares it holds in this company. 
As a consequence this  transaction will be considered an indirect sale of the state’s participation hold by AAAS, 
ADS and other ministries that manage such shares.  An additional benefit of RRF establishment will be the relief of 
the state of the lawsuits with the main shareholders of the companies where the state holds a minority package of 
shares.      
Through this method of indirect privatisation the state is selling transparently at the market price shares that are 
hard to recover otherwise.  
By listing and selling RRF shares on a regulated market the state can eliminate the political influence on the 
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privatisation process and thus the corruption risk which is high in these cases, is eliminated.  
RRF will be a source of investments and liquidities in a period when the Romanian economy hastroubles, will 
activate the process of creating work places, of bringing foreign investments in Romania.    
RRF will finance its activity by selling the shares packages he will hold.   After gaining liquidities, RRF will be 
able to make investments in other security bonds in accordance with the law. Also, it will have the possibility to 
attract bank loans for its current activity not for investments.   
The correct and good functioning of RRF requires also the observation of some prudential rules regarding the 
investment policy, the most important being the following:    
- the investments policy will be mentioned in the articles of incorporation and will observe the limits agreed 
through the law; 
-it will not hold more than 15-20%(or 10-15%) of its assets in securities and instruments of the money market not 
accepted for trading except the  bonds issued by the Ministry of Finances and of the government bonds; 
- may invest in banking deposits in accordance with art. 101 of the stock market; 
- cannot hold more than 10% of the assets issued by a single issuer; 
- will not hold more than 10% of its assets in securities or other financial instruments issued by the entities that 
belong to the same group;    
- will have the right to hold instruments of the money market  and corporate bonds only in the financial or 
corporate institutions having a rating of at least ,, Investment Grade” as classified by the international rating 
companies.  
We suggest the following financial instruments for RRF’s investment:   
- Securities traded on a regulated market (Bucharest Stock Exchange) or in another EU state; 
- Instruments of the money market traded on a regulated market; 
- securities not issued if the issuance is firmly accepted for trading by a Stock Exchange Market or on another 
market regulated and recognised, opened to the public and the choice of the Market is approved by the Financial 
Surveillance Authority  or to be mentioned in the articles of incorporation of RRF. 
- Other financial titles in accordance with the law. 
5. Conclusions 
The most important Romanian institution, in terms of the great number of privatisations performed, is ASAR 
(under its different denominations). Throughout the time there have been also other institutions that privatised 
different companies (Ministry of Economy, Ministry of Transportation and ADS but not with the same importance. 
Today AAAS is obsolete, not distinguished in the specialised field, managing the black holes of the Romanian 
economy (Bancorex, FNI, Dunarea fund and the numerous litigations aroused ) draining the resources obtained from 
the post-privatisation activity.  
The Romanian economy needs refreshment, an engine to draw up the capital from the internal and international 
market.  
The management of the 600 companies where the state (through AAAS or ADS or other ministries) does not hold 
anymore the controlling interest, is difficult, the process lacking transparency and the state acting as a captive 
shareholder.     
The analysis released by ASAR and ADS shows that the state managed in a very small percent (less than 1%) to 
sell in the last 2 years the shares packages due to the lack of information but also partially due to  the numerous legal 
problems. If the privatisation will keep the same pace we will need another 220 years to complete the privatisation 
process in Romania. 
The incomes obtained from the shares to the companies where the state does not hold the controlling package of 
shares anymore do not justify financially the activity  of the authorities therefore it is necessary for the state to drop 
the control of these companies and let the market decide. 
The Fund of State’s Assets Recovery will complete the privatisation process in Romania thus contributing 
to the economic development of Romania. Also, it has the possibility to offer support to some companies in 
difficulty that have a great growth potential.  
We believe that this FSAR will help to the completion of privatisation in Romania and to setting into the right 
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path the development of the economy in the competitive market.  
It is necessary for Romania to finish the privatisation process and give a positive signal to the European Union 
but also to the Romanians by implementing measures to reduce bureaucracy, to encourage the stock market, to 
decrease the tax burden and encourage the investors.   
The Fund of State’s Assets Recovery will offer a signal that the private sector is stronger and prepared for the 
competition.   
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